**Mid Lachlan Creeks**

**Teleconference Meeting**

**Location:** Teleconference  
**Date:** 9 January 2020 : 11.45am

**Present:** Daniel Scherrer, Brett Dawson, Terence Reardon, Mary Ewing  
**Apologies:** Tracey Schultz  
**Teleconference commenced :** 11.45am

Discussion notes for teleconference held on 9th January 2020 at 11.45am.

- WaterNSW currently pushing additional water down to Lake Cargelligo to get it to just above 50%.
- Flows are currently 800-900 ML/d at Jemalong Weir and WaterNSW have opened the gates at Island Weir as far as possible, so minimum that can flow into Wallamundry is 125 ML/d. Flow into Wallamundry was at 125 ML/d but started dropping Wednesday afternoon, and expect it will drop back down over next 3 days to 80-90 ML/d
- B Dawson checked with H Crouch on 3rd Jan and they were concerned then that the flows hadn’t really improved. Discussion on how to improve this
- T Reardon noted that Wallamundry rose yesterday
- Agreed D Scherrer to speak to H Crouch and check if levels have risen since last week. If no improvement since last week, will remove 1 board from Wallamundry Weir for 3-4 days and use the current pulse to push extra 5-6 ML/d down towards Crouch’s. Then put the board back in. **Action D Scherrer**
- Also, ask H Crouch to put visual marker on the creek bank to give clearer indication.
- By next week’s teleconference will have a clearer picture on what is coming into the system and how this pulse has been distributed.

**Teleconferene closed at 12.15pm**

**Next teleconferene – 11.45am 16 January 2020 season**

Tracey Schultz  Tracey.schultz@waternsw.com.au  0418138641